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Dedication

In memory of my mom, dad, sister, dog, and a 

few of the rest that did not make it out.





“Is it nothing to you, all ye that pass by?” –  
The Bible. Lamentations 1:12

“Our past is like our shadow - though it is behind us, it follows.” – 
Diary of K. Lovelace, June 2009

“If everything written in this diary is true, it would probably mean that I 
am mad. And the little man sitting at the end of the Ganga spliff hanging 
from my lips tells me that I am not. If I cannot believe him, then who can I 

believe? Who can I have faith in?” –  
Diary of K. Lovelace, circa 1984
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CHAPTER 1

2.15 a.m. - Private Property

My parents often locked me out of the house from I was four years 
old. This was back in the 1970s when ‘house’ was a fancy and deceitful 
way of labeling the one-room structure which I lived in with them and my 
older brother. My sisters weren’t yet born, but my mama and papa were 
making constant efforts to remedy this.

Whenever they argued, attempted home-based childbirth with an 
untrained midwife, or just had a random urge for sexual activity, they 
locked me and my brother out. My brother, Martin, didn’t seem to mind 
as much as I did. It sickened me.

“You don’t have nothing better to worry ‘bout?” was his way of 
dismissing my misery.

The windows of our house were made of regular float-glass; they 
weren’t stained or reflective. Whenever the curtains weren’t properly 
drawn, which was always, I could see right through to the dramatic acts of 
the arguments, the staging for the still-born births, and the performances 
that ensued when sexual urges are acted on. I remember the shouts 
and the sounds - the humps, the “push!”, the panting, the threats, the 
encouragements, the “never again!”, the “almost there!”, the exclamations 
announcing various forms of arrival, the sympathies.

When they first started locking me out, I was too young to go to 
school. All the kids in the neighborhood in which we lived, and which 
the Member of Parliament for the area once slightingly referred to as a 
‘Depression’, went to school at about six years old. This was because no 
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adult thought we could learn anything in school before that age. Rural 
Jamaica was not like Japan, where kids have tutors before they have 
teeth.

When they locked me out I had little to do. I didn’t want to have to 
play with marbles, throw rubber bands, or look for John Crow beads to 
decorate my carton box cars. So I stood there, outside, waiting, even when 
it rained. Of course, I could have found shelter in anyone’s house, on Aunt 
Martha’s veranda, or even under a tree. There were trees like the willow 
tree, the big guinep tree, and, in my own backyard, the common mango 
tree under which a wide dry circle appeared after a heavy downpour. 
Sometimes when it rained we would stand under those trees with our 
pockets full of marbles chatting about what game we’d play next, now 
that the ground was wet and wormy.

But when I was locked out, I didn’t go under the trees. I stood beside 
our house, in the rain, getting soaked, smelling the wet earth. The rain 
tasted bitter as it ran down my lips. Years later I realized that it was 
the mixture of rain, tears and resentment that I tasted. Standing there 
swallowing my polluted spit I felt its poison corroding my stomach, and 
my insides burned. Then I felt like I was living inside another body, and 
that this was not my life. I was trapped inside someone else’s corpse. That 
person had come for its body and I wanted to give it back to him, but the 
real me inside had no place to go just yet. My time had not yet come. So 
we both stood there, waiting.

My neighbor Billy saw me standing in the rain one day. “Kenny, you 
can borrow my cap,” he said, in one of his customary, ill-timed acts of 
kindness. He didn’t know I had completely lost my head and had nothing 
to put a cap on.
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Billy the kind, age nine

I felt I had a right to be inside my house, and so I always stood there, 
loitering. I never went far, always wanted them to know I was there. 
Waiting. Perhaps because of this, no matter what I eventually did or 
which games I sometimes gave into playing, I could always hear them. 
The sounds. The creaking springs of the mattress. The thump of the bed 
against the shiny, red, wooden floors that I often had to go down on 
my knees with a coconut husk brush to clean. Those beautifully shined, 
wooden floors that would have looked modern and middle-class if the 
square yardage was larger and if one or two of us kids didn’t have to 
sometimes sleep on them.

I longed for my own - my own room, to be at my own desk, surrounded 
by schoolbooks with my own name written in them, wearing a headset 
connected to my own radio and studying under my own desk lamp. 
Most of all I wanted a house of no sounds, no secrets, no strange people, 
no arguments. A house in which we – just my papa, mama, me and my 
brother - could all live normal, wonderful lives. ‘Our’ house, with rooms 
for each of us and a fridge well-stocked with food and a bunch of grapes 
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that I could eat every day after school.
Perhaps it was at the beginning of 1979, just after I turned eight, that 

I began, gradually and painfully, to learn more about our true condition 
and what was and wasn’t, ‘ours’. The first thing I learnt, on a walk around 
the neighborhood one day with my brother and older cousins Wayne and 
Brian, was that even the one-room structure that we lived in was never 
truly ‘our’ house, because it was never our land. I had, many times before, 
seen the signs indicating ‘private property’, but on that day I asked Wayne 
what it meant.

I learnt that our property wasn’t private. Wayne explained to me that 
we – every last one of us - were all squatters on someone else’s land. It 
was a rich man’s land.

That same day I learnt a lot about the rich and how they lived 
because, as it turned out, my other cousin, Brian, was an expert on that 
subject. [Wayne, Brian, Garnett, Tommy, Cudjoe, and Billy were the boys 
I was closest to while growing up.] One of the first things he did was to 
explain to me the difference between a man who ‘has’ money and a man 
who ‘is’ money. A man who ‘has’ money was often the kind that boastfully 
went into an expensive store and said, “I want that, that, that, that...and, 
let me see...that!” This kind was normally regarded as a ‘hurry come up’, 
newly rich, pretentious person. While respected, they were viewed quite 
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differently from the other kind of men whose wealth had richly stewed 
for generations, and who were more powerful and established. Whenever 
this kind of man was seen there would be a flurry of people scrambling 
to spread the news. “Joe, you see that man sitting in the car over there? 
That man is money!”

In the late1970s the rich man on whose land we squatted, was 
considered to be money. I never saw him, but a few years later he sent his 
emissaries to reclaim some land, demolishing two of my aunt’s houses, 
a number of childhood memories and my paper-thin sense of security, 
all to build a small shopping complex. Thenceforth we lived with the 
brutally tangible fear that ‘our’ house, that wasn’t ours, could be next.

Back in the seventies, our house was all part of a huge family 
compound. At first there was one temperamental standpipe in the yard, 
and one illegal electric connection. Little by little though, and through 
undisclosed means, a few pioneering relatives rigged their own individual 
electric connections, which they shared with others. Some built additions 
onto their houses, some put zinc or wooden fences around their yards, 
and some sub-let. Wayne told me, however, that no one ever had a title 
to their piece of land, and that not one single one of these houses was 
worth more than three quarter cup of dirt.

After this, I started to think more about all the things we shared in that 
communal yard. As kids we were often sent to aunts and uncles’ houses 
to borrow or lend different items, such as sugar, ice, cornmeal, mackerel, 
eggs, money, Vaseline, cooking oil, chicken and coffee. I realized that 
we shared everything, including each other. One of my cousins moved 
in with us in the mid-1980s, after his parents migrated, joined later by a 
stray boy my mama found in the market.

It was also during the late seventies that I learnt, through more 
window-peeping, that, despite the wedding ceremonies and promises to 
‘take him or her and have no one else’, neither the legal nor the common-
law spouses in our yard, were ‘private property’. When the alert came from 
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a cousin to “hurry and come look!” we would go to the side of someone’s 
house and take turns raising our heads to the window. Brian, giggling, 
normally made gestures with his hands or mouth, parodying what he 
saw. I, however, never giggled when I saw the pitch-black, hairy ass of 
a man who was not my uncle, humping vigorously between the wide-
spread legs of my uncle’s wife; violating his private property.

“Lord Jesus! Lord Jesus! Have mercy! Have mercy!”
“Bomboclaat! Bomboclaat!”
“Yes! Yes! Fuck it! Fuck it!”
“Raasclaat! Raasclaat! Spread it! Spread it!”1

More thumps against the wall; more scrapes against the floor; the 
guttural repeated phrases. The sounds hurt my ears, as if nails were being 
hammered in. At times like those I wished I could stop time with the sharp 
hydraulic brakes of my anger, so I could go and stab the intruder in his 
back.  Something monstrous was taking seed inside of me. However, the 
elephant may be big but sometimes its feet are tied, and so time passed.

Often, when this man was finished with my aunt, he found me 
outside, staring at him. Sometimes he smiled, revealing a set of teeth that 
a cosmetic dentist looking for a challenge would die for. He often tried to 
rub my head or to give me money to go and buy myself a popsicle. I never 
let him touch me, and I never took his money.

Brian, on the other hand, lived for such days, and did take his 
money. He hunted excitement to fill the vacuum inside his head, and 
on those occasions when he found some, he’d be in pig’s heaven. 
Then he’d constantly replay the scenes for us for days after, until the 
emptiness returned and something new was needed to fill it. Anytime 
you saw him it would be the same, “Kenny, you remember...?” followed by  

1  Raasclaat, bomboclaat, pussyclaat, etc. are all extreme forms of Jamaican 
expletives and are used with equal fervor during moments of excitement, happiness, or 
anger.
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his left thumb and index finger making the shape of a circle that his right 
index finger would jab into repeatedly.

Sometimes the adults put their mattresses out to sun. Brian would 
call us over to show us the many stains. These were often second-hand 
mattresses inherited from someone else or obtained from the Salvation 
Army. There were stains of various shapes, sizes, and colors. It would 
challenge even a modern-day CSI team to have traced every person who 
humped on those mattresses.

If there was a discount for being dumb, Brian would probably get 
everything free. At sixteen years old, he still held firm to the belief that 
Lefty the alphabet salesman on Sesame Street (“Pssst, hey buddy, over 
here... [Opens coat]... you want an ‘O’ to buy?”) was really preparing kids 
for drugs. His sense of humor had also not gotten beyond “Hey Kenny, 
you know what is funnier than 23? Hehehe... 24! Hehehe.” He still farted 
and tensed his body and face as though he was trying to follow through, 
and then laughed. It was just his level of humor.

When once he begged me for a piece of my mango, it took me less 
than two minutes to convince him that what he really needed was the 
love of Jesus Christ. It settled the issue, and I finished my mango, which 
was one of the things I least liked to share in the world, along with my 
house, my aunt and, while we are at it... my mama.

The fury I felt the first time my mama closed the door in my face to 
‘speak’ with a gentleman who wasn’t my papa, with the curtains carefully 
drawn, fuelled the anger I’d felt a week previously on finding out that she 
was in the habit of not telling me the truth.

“If you touch yuself, you going to go blind,” she had told me the week 
before. I was about nine years old.

I asked Wayne about it the same day and he shed some light on 
this bit of fact, in his own unique manner, “You a jackass? You believe 
everything people tell you?”

I touched myself that day, and while I feared for a moment that my 
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mama may have been right, I persevered through to the deliciously sweet 
end, with my vision fully intact. A lot would change thereafter. The newly 
acquired knowledge that ethics was a foreign language that few people 
spoke turned out to be very enlightening.

About two years later Wayne also clarified that it also wasn’t true 
that if I didn’t ejaculate often and release my ‘oil’ it would harden in my 
back and eventually paralyze me. In many ways, Wayne was like my own 
personal encyclopedia.

Anyway, I also had to acknowledge that even my dog was everyone’s 
dog. He roamed from one house to another to be fed scraps of food, 
disappearing for an entire day, straying from one yard to the next, before 
coming back at about 6 p.m. to offer his jaundiced opinion on whatever 
tidbits survived from our own dinner menu for him to nibble on.

This reminds me of something else.
When I was in the Congo last week, I dropped by an animal shelter 

to look at a dog, though since I don’t live there, I never intended to take 
him home. I told them I was thinking of adopting one. I saw two cute little 
mixed-breeds that they said were only six months old.

“They’re sisters, the two of them. That one is the shy one,” I was 
informed. But she came to me when I stretched out my hands to her. She 
came into my arms, and looked at me with tenderness and expectation. 
“You shouldn’t feed her the same food you eat, only dog food. And don’t 
feed her at your table.”

I smiled and nodded, but wasn’t convinced. These were, again, signs 
of ‘private property’ - things I have long stopped believing in. I knew that 
if I were to ever have another dog, he would live inside the house with 
me, and my dog would be allowed to have some of my bones.
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CHAPTER 2

2.43 a.m. – The Rod of 
Correction

Sticks and stones
May break your bones,
But words can never hurt -
That’s an old time saying;

Now, call a black man a nigger once more,
Tell him his mama is a whore,
And that you’ve put your finger up his sister’s skirt,
Then see if that causes physical pain.

K. Lovelace, June 1999

They said that her pussy was fucked so hard and so often that it was 
dead and no one would want to fuck it anymore.

Well, it was actually Garnet who said it, and the other boys defended 
the position. His actual words were:

“Y’all don’t see that her pussy get fuck so much that it dead? Y’all 
idiots? Y’all don’t know that pussy only have nine life?”

They said this was the reason no one wanted to fuck my cousin 
Carmen’s pussy anymore. This was a group of teenagers having what, in 
our yard, would have been considered a scholarly discussion.
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Garnet, one of the neighborhood boys who hung around with my 
cousins, similarly enlightened us to the fact that a coochie was something 
that could go ‘stale’ if left inactive for too long and if not frequently ‘aired’. 
He fancied himself to be a ‘girl’s man’. Also, he’d often passionately claim 
that his dick was longer than ‘six months’. Whenever he made these 
claims, the other boys, especially the older ones like my brother, laughed 
and teased him, saying that he was “born beside a pig.” Like everyone 
else, I knew that Garnet loved pork, but I have to confess, I spent the 
greater part of my childhood laughing at the joke without knowing what 
it actually meant. What is true, is that Garnet’s ego was more brittle than 
a Chinese-made wine glass, and this teasing frequently led to trouble.

There was not a day that the good Lord gave us, that there wasn’t 
an argument in that yard. The adults mainly rowed over gambling, or 
politics, which many folks thought was sweeter than pork. People loved 
politics back then, and would wait until their dogs turned eighteen to 
try and get them enumerated so that they too could vote Socialist or 
Labourite. And everyone was illiterate and ignorant, in spite of all the 
Free Education, JAMAL and other government programs. My grandma 
was clear on the fact that Acts of Parliament could not undo the Laws of 
Nature. The poor, she said, will always be with us, and so too, in her words, 
“the damn illiterates.”

Whatever the adults did, we as kids did as well, so we argued a lot 
too. Often this was over marbles or someone saying something hurtful 
about your sister or just mentioning your mama in a conversation. Rarely, 
though, did one of those arguments turn out as badly as this one about 
my cousin’s coochie.

The brawl in our yard required parents and neighbors to grab and 
haul the group of us hot-tempered boys, still trying to throw punches, 
apart. At the end of it, eight of us got our asses whipped good and proper 
by our parents. My brother and I knew we’d get a beating; this was in line 
with the traditions of rural Jamaica when boys were caught fighting. But 
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we didn’t expect the mother of all whippings.
“What you fighting for Martin? Bwoy, don’t you hear me talking to 

you? Oh, so you deaf? Kenny, you deaf too? Well y’all just wait! Y’all just 
wait and see!” I can’t begin to count the number of times I had heard 
these expressions from my mama. I therefore knew that the waiting was 
to see what’d happen when papa got home.

At the time mama was suffering her own personal Great Depression, 
but that’s another subject for another time. Suffice to say that on that 
day she also said that we had gotten onto her “very last nerve!” which I 
suspected to be at the very back of her head in a remote spot. Because 
of this, the regular buckled belt was not considered adequate for the 
crime we had committed. This is how it came to pass in those days of 
1982, that she asked my papa to prepare a special Rod of Correction from 
the branches of the tamarind tree. World without end, it was dreadfully 
painful! But by the standards of the day, it wasn’t child abuse.

Looking back now, I believe it was not only the statement about my 
cousin itself, which was presented as a matter of fact, but the passion and 
conviction with which it was made and defended which truly reflected 
the thickness of the fog of darkness and ignorance that blanketed our 
deep rural community.
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CHAPTER 3

3.17 a.m. – Crime Doesn’t Pay

Be still gray hairs!! Yield!! Thou shalt not pass!!
By the Mighty Knights of Bibblepop halt!! Halt I say!!

Instructions from K.L., May 2009

I had hesitated a while, Semicolon, but finally I read the letter they 
sent. It was dated June 16, 2010. I read it in September.

In it, they said that he was now dead. Uncle Bob. Good old Uncle Bob. 
Finally. Dead and gone. Twenty-seven fucking years late, if anyone were 
to ask me, but dead. That’s what they said.

Isn’t it a strange world when the people you most want to see dead 
turn out to be the ones to live the longest? My grandpa was right, there 
really ain’t no justice in this world. So much for pastor and his sermons, 
and his false promises. So much for the years I spent in church, listening 
to him preach that Crime Doesn’t Pay, that The Wicked Will Soon Be Wiped 
Away From the Face of the Earth and that the Savior will soon return. We 
sure learn our lessons.

I was at college in Kingston in 1988. I had taken one of the buses 
that ran from Papine to August Town. We all had to pay our fare to a 
conductress who sat on a seat near to the rear exit. A young man came on 
the bus and walked past her. She reminded him, “Young man, you need 
to pay your fare.” He reminded her that, according to the Church, “Crime 
doesn’t pay.” He added, “Bitch.” Then he raised his shirt to confirm to us 
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all that he was, in fact, the Crime whose coming was foretold. He then 
robbed half of us before jumping off the moving bus and disappearing 
into some alleyway. I had already stopped going to church, and I would 
not go back for over twenty years.

Uncle Bob kept on living for those twenty years and more - one of 
the few to reach a ripe old age. On top of that, he had the luxury of dying 
peacefully in his sleep. In their letter, they said that he looked “more 
peaceful and content than a Rasta man smoking weed.” I wonder what 
pastor would have made of that. No cancer. No bullets. No diabetes. No 
kidney failure. No murder by mob. No Alzheimer’s. No maggots eating 
him. No signs of fucking retribution. Just calm and content. Finished 
royally fucking us, so he rolls off to sleep, and leaves us to find our own 
comforts. Just like that.
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CHAPTER 4

4.21 a.m. - Belligerent 
Masturbation

“It seems that I have missed my revolution. I have been running 
to catch up with it for an awfully long time, but I must stop now, 
although I have no idea where I am.”

K. Lovelace, September 2010

“It doesn’t need to be dark, rainy or gloomy outside for us to speak 
the truth.” This was a common expression back when I was a child 
growing up in rural Jamaica. I generally never took note of it, and for well 
over seventeen years the expression had completely slipped my mind, 
until my second wife, herself being Jamaican, scribbled it down as the 
introduction to the most hurtful note anyone has ever written to me. A 
picture may be worth a thousand words, but I cannot think of a picture 
that could capture the 652 words that followed that opening. Anyway, 
that note wasn’t the reason I remembered the expression a couple days 
ago while sitting in Heathrow Airport. And while I was in fact in London, 
it also wasn’t rainy, gloomy or dark outside.

I had been sitting in the lounge for a while, before I met Secret 
Agent Piu Piu Piu, who had, secure in her possession, a document full of 
important secrets that no one else should ever find out about. She was 
the youngest member of the Secret Service - she could not yet even spell 
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her own name, and was so secret that not even the Service was aware of 
her existence. She was fighting some really horrible, bad men, and her 
fearlessness had no limits. “Piu! Piu, piu, piu, piu, piu!” she shot at them.

I had moments like those when I myself was a child; days when there 
was nothing that my superhuman powers could not conquer. Sometimes 
I wonder whether my life would have turned out differently if moments 
like those occupied more of my childhood.

Instead, the truth is, when I was a child, I was often ashamed and afraid 
– nay, terrified - of many things. No real surprise there – poor, skinny-ass 
negro in deep, rural Jamaica must have plenty to be ashamed of, and 
those being the days when a man and his mule were likely to share the 
same beliefs, a child would often be afraid of even his own shadow.

I was also often unhappy, that is until a Jehovah Witness lady, fearing 
for my soul, gave me a pamphlet to read. “Ever wonder why you are 
unhappy on earth? Well, it’s because earth is not your home.”    Wow! 
Puzzle solved! Enlightenment! After that, I could file away unhappiness 
and focus squarely on my fears.

What really struck me the other day, is just how deep rooted our fears 
can be, and how easily a person’s childhood terrors can be aroused when, 
thirty years later, he looks up and sees the thing he feared most in his life, 
sitting comfortably across from him in an airport lounge thousands of 
miles from where it was spawned.

Let me explain. When I was ten years old, I made my own secret, Top 
Ten list of the scariest things in the world. I wrote my final draft in my 
home-made diary on one of those days when I didn’t have any global 
summits to attend, or people in collapsing buildings to save. I remember 
agonizing over which terrors should be included and what order they 
should have. After a week, I was satisfied. The only change I ever made 
to that list was done about three months after, when I erased what was 
in the Number 1 spot, and replaced it with the thing that sat across from 
me at Heathrow.
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Nuclear war would have been at the top of the older folks’ list of 
fears in 1980. Almost every day, and especially after the seven o’clock 
television news, I heard them discussing what Russia or America might 
do to keep Jamaica in the socialist or capitalist flock; what was already 
done to Cuba and what the Americans might do to Grenada now that 
some group of moving jewels had seized power and were reaching out 
a friendly hand to the Russians. [Much later I recognized the name “New 
Jewel Movement” in a political science class at college.] The tantalizing 
question which capped these conversations, centered on which side - 
the Russians or the Americans, might be evil enough to drop the first 
nuclear bomb.

But this seemingly inevitable war, that could be the END TO ALL 
MANKIND, did not make my Top Ten list. It wasn’t because I thought of a 
nuclear war in the same way as I thought of the doomsday messages in 
cartoons, or that I was too young to appreciate the gravity of war. Even 
at that age, my mind could form clear images of bombs exploding and 
ripping people apart, and I was old enough to know that Superman 
would not appear to save the day. My ever-imaginative mind could also 
visualize the Russian submarines stealthily crawling along the bottom 
of the Caribbean Sea, unseen but deadly like serpents in tall grass. I 
understood these things, and so I listened intently to the talk. I knew the 
military strategies that the two sides were employing; the names of the 
main communists, suspected spies and CIA ‘operatives’ in Jamaica; where 
some of them had their nests, and what those niggas were trying to do to 
our country. At ten years old I was very well-informed.

The reason I swallowed these nightly stories, digesting them with the 
juice from my King Kong Popsicles, and later went to sleep with nothing 
but Tweetie Bird on my mind, was that I never thought I would actually 
ever see a Russian, a submarine, or a nuclear bomb. This was, simply, too 
far removed from the realm of what I considered possible.

Instead, the Top Ten list of things that scared the shit out of me, was 
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made up of things that I considered real or highly probable.
For example, taking up the Number 10 spot, was seeing my papa 

coming home angry. Even under the best of circumstances, the sternness 
in my papa’s eyes was harder to face than a life sentence. On the days 
when he was angry the sun would take cover behind the clouds, leaving 
them to darken the day and the personality of everyone in and around 
our house. My papa was not one of those men who came home with 
their livers drowning in alcohol and mouths drooling acid rain, so when 
he was angry it meant that his violence could neither be confused nor 
excused. And he was in the habit of laying a violent hand to quell the 
most modest irritation.

The neighbors would see him coming too and busy themselves, 
pretending to be working harder than Panamanian whores, but all really 
just curious to see what would happen. I often felt the urge to cry without 
knowing why, while trying to keep quiet and still inside our house. Waiting 
for his hurricane to blow away. The only reason this dread was not higher 
on my list was because, order was based on whether there were remedies 
and protections available. In the case of my papa, I knew that if I behaved 
my ass and stayed out of sight when he came home angry, then he would 
likely go to the side of the house with his cigarette or weed and gradually 
release his rage. This way I would smell smoked anger, but wouldn’t have 
to taste it.

At Number 9 were those large, gray, croaking lizards that always came 
inside our house, climbing up to the roof and threatening to free fall on 
me during the night and then slither inside my nose or ears to gain access 
to my tasty brain. I had few protections against them: I would either try to 
get a position closer to the middle of the bed with my brother to the wall 
or, if my brother was being a bitch and pushed me against the wall, then 
I would try not to sleep at all.

In 8th place, was the three-legged horse that folks had habitually seen 
pulling a coffin through the village at night. If you were caught alone late 
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at night by that three-legged horse, then it would be your sorry ass that 
would find itself inside that coffin. I used the simplest form of protection 
against this: I kept my sorry ass at home late at night.

The reason why no dinner appeared on our table for days in a row, 
came in at Number 7. I was increasingly afraid of this because I knew it 
wasn’t due to my mother’s occasional bouts of forgetfulness. Somehow, 
by the end of the 1970s, I had a growing suspicion that my family was 
joining the ranks of ‘the poor’. Borrowing more from the neighbors and 
eating fewer meals, were some of the lesser consequences of becoming 
poor; being told to swallow your spit for dinner was an example of the more 
worrying trend of increasing callousness in parent-child conversations. It 
did not take long before I learnt that it was wiser to “keep your raasclaat 
mouth shut” than to recommend higher sources of protein than butter to 
accompany the bread for breakfast.

Upon turning ten, it was also made clear to me that I now needed 
to join the ranks of the working class that carried buckets to fetch water 
in the mornings in order for our families to bathe, cook and clean. This 
involved walking a few miles and past the houses of folks who you didn’t 
want to see you (young girls especially). I went with my bucket on top of 
my head in the discreetly early hours of the morning, not wanting these 
folks to know that I was one of ‘the poor’.

The realization that we were poor and getting poorer sank in at 
about the same time as I started noticing the size of my mama’s little 
bundle of cash which she wrapped in a handkerchief and tucked away 
in her bosom. This was her meager earnings from selling stuff in various 
markets during the week and on weekends. I wasn’t sure why she insisted 
on concealing her dwindling bundle when it was clearly time to take it 
openly to the Lord in prayer, and ask for it to be multiplied so she could 
feed her family. “That’s what they did with the five fishes in the Bible,” I 
told her one day. She slapped my ears, hard.

I should say that in those early days I had also started to wonder if 
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mama needed to learn Aramaic, which is the language pastor said that 
Jesus spoke, to avoid any further misunderstandings in her increasingly 
frequent but obviously futile communications with the Lord.

I sure wasn’t fat in the morning; even less so by evening. ‘Skinny’ and 
‘wormy’ are only introductory words. The sad thing was that the change 
in our condition appeared to me not only irrefutable but unstoppable. I 
had neither remedy nor protection against our poverty. The only reason 
this did not occupy a higher position is because there were things much 
more frightening on my list.

Count Dracula terrified me! As kids, we told vampire stories almost 
every night on someone’s veranda. After, I would spend the night 
watching for bats at my bedroom window and listening for a voice asking 
for permission to come in. But Dracula was no higher than Number 6 
because, at the end of the day, if you had garlic, then you also had Dracula 
by his balls.

The Blackheart Man was at Number 5 because, though he had fewer 
powers than Dracula, he was more real. Every now and then, we would 
hear about a child that was killed in the bushes and had their heart 
ripped out by the Blackheart Man. As such, we were constantly reminded 
never to walk through certain bushes alone, and never to take the short 
cut home as he would be waiting there. Yours truly never took the short 
cut home.

The ghost of an Indian woman, known as Coolie Duppy, was the 4th 
most frightening thing on my list. It was real, because others had seen 
it. It was also the meanest and most malicious of the evil spirits. Alive, 
Coolies (Indians) were known for their laziness and for being the worst 
liars and thieves. Coolie men had no redeeming qualities whatsoever, 
even though they liked playing cricket. As for the women, their only 
slightly compensatory qualities for being extremely nasty in their house 
cleaning habits, were their crotch and their curry. With regards to the 
crotch, it was a known fact that Coolies had ‘white liver’, which accounted 
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for their remarkable sexual stamina. This was the reason some black men 
slept with them. Since there is no point in hiding it now, I should say 
that in my later days, I took a few samples to my Petri Dish apartment for 
observation and, more importantly, testing. I noticed no real difference 
between them and black women, beyond a certain degree of hairiness.

Dead, all the nasty things about Coolies were multiplied a thousand 
times over. Coolie Duppies were masters of deception - appearing as 
your grandmother; a real person walking ahead of you in the lane at 
night when you are anxious for company; or maybe even your dog. They 
would call your name in a human voice, just so that you would say ‘yes’ 
and in so doing invite them to follow you home. Once they came home 
with you, things would start to go dreadfully wrong… and it was one of 
the hardest things to get rid of them. Maybe your papa would lose his 
job, then break his leg, then get sick and meager, and, sooner or later, die.

The Rolling Calf was Number 3. This was no ‘calf’, but a huge black bull 
with the fires of hell rolling in its eyes. This evil spirit was rarely seen and 
always in the very late hours of the night. Once it saw you, from whatever 
distance, it was impossible for you to outrun it. Immediately your head 
would begin to swell, your tongue would thicken and fall to the bottom 
of your mouth, your eyes would bulge, your feet would become heavy 
and immobilized. Essentially, from what people said, you would soon be 
unable to move, speak or close your eyes, and would therefore have to 
watch the unspeakable horrors that this evil thing would then do to you, 
eating your intestines and all. The thought of it sent shivers down my 
spine. There were nights when I could swear that there was a Rolling Calf 
at the back of our house, quietly snorting fire and waiting for my mama to 
ask me to go outside and get her a drink of water. There were protections, 
mostly involving things you could do with a piece of old iron, but I always 
thought it was safer to simply stay inside.

Number 2 was the ghost of a baby, or Baby Duppy. Outside of the 
devil, there was nothing more evil than this Duppy. It would often appear 
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as a real baby on someone’s doorstep, but it could also take on the 
appearance of anything or anyone, to ensnare you. Sometimes you could 
hear it crying outside at night, waiting for someone to come and take it 
up and bring it inside.

Whereas the Coolie Duppy lived in your house and brought so much 
bad luck and evil that someone might eventually die, the Baby Duppy 
went straight to business. It would jump on your back and start sucking 
your life juice out of you. Like a malicious ex-wife, a Baby Duppy would 
suck you dry! You could not dislodge it, no matter how frantically you 
shook yourself or slammed your body against the wall or the ground. It 
wouldn’t take weeks, but days, before you died. The only remedy against 
the Baby Duppy was a powerful Obeahman2- a witchdoctor, who knew 
how to prepare a special, potent ‘bath’ that could dislodge the Duppy 
quickly, before it could suck you dead.

With the Baby Duppy also came the constant worry about whether 
someone meant you harm. Perhaps some wicked, nasty, grudgeful, dirty, 
worthless, vengeful person might go to an Obeahman to ask him to set a 
Baby Duppy on you. It was best not to leave any form of personal effect 
(shoes, socks, comb, etc.) outside your house at night, in case one of those 
niggas found it and brought it to an Obeahman who would hand it on to 
the Duppy, so that it could find you wherever in the world you went.

This was the Top Nine. The Baby Duppy had once been Number 1, but 
now I had something more terrifying than all these horrors combined in 
that spot.

2  If you have heard of voodoo, Black magic or Witchcraft then you have heard 
of Obeah. This is the Jamaican version of the various forms of black magic brought to the 
Caribbean in the bowels of slave ships from Africa. The person who brought it was the only 
slave who didn’t lose weight on the journey, who wasn’t whipped, and who never had one of 
the white men look him in his eyes as he sat without working throughout the long journey 
across the sea. I shit thee not, that dude was the Obeahman!
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Almost every night in 1980, while the adults talked about elections 
and war, the older boys took turns telling us stories on someone’s veranda. 
These stories generally left us younger boys shit-scared.

Then, later in the night, mama would invariably ask, “Kenny, go 
outside and get me a glass of water.”

Then I would in turn ask, “Martin, can you follow me to get-” before 
being cut off by his usual, curt, “Why the raasclaat you can’t get it 
yourself?” And thus I prepared myself mentally for the whipping to come, 
as my feet became paralysed and planted themselves like a tree on the 
spot. I always knew that my mean-spirited brother would not follow me, 
as he knew perfectly well what the combination of mama’s request, the 
dark, and a lack of company would lead to. The nigga relished it when I 
got whipped.

One night, almost three months after I had made my list, I finally 
erased the Baby Duppy from the Number 1 spot, after Courtney told us a 
story that has lived with me ever since. It went something like this:

Once upon a time, there was a man who lived alone with his son 
and daughter in Sligoville. The man’s name was Joseph and his 
fourteen year old son was called Little Jay. His daughter, Pamela, 
was five years old. The man had lost his wife two years before, 
when his donkey fell off a mountainside while carrying her from the 
market.

One morning Mas Joseph asked Little Jay to go to the market to 
buy some yam, cassava, peppers and pork for them to cook for 
dinner later that day. He gave Little Jay some money and a bag of 
limes and sent him on his way to the market. When he got to the 
market, Little Jay went to the food stalls and bought the yam and 
cassava. He then went by Mas Tom’s stall and got the pepper. His 
papa was a good friend of Mas Tom, and Mas Tom would always 
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give them a little extra pepper or maybe some onions or pimento. 
They traded the limes for the pepper with Mas Tom.

On his way to the meat section of the market, Little Jay saw a 
woman sitting by herself at a stall, in an area of the market that he 
had not noticed before. She looked like an old woman, but it was 
hard to see her clearly or what she was selling. She seemed alone. 
Little Jay’s mama had always told them to be kind to older people, 
and so he decided to go by her stall and see what she was selling. 
He was sure that his papa would not be mad at him if he bought 
something small from the old lady, so that she could have some 
money to take care of her own kids. Many older folks also liked 
having a young boy or girl to talk to, and it would probably make 
her smile if he went and said hello. He was very polite, Little Jay 
was.

Instead of going to buy the pork, Little Jay went over to where the 
old lady was sitting with her back to him. He then politely said, 
“Excuse me, mam, what are you selling?” [I knew at this point that 
this was not a Jack and the Beanstalk story.]

She started to slowly turn around to face him. It was then that Little 
Jay noticed the old woman’s cloven feet, like a goat’s hoofs, sticking 
out beneath her dress. He started to step back, but it was too late. 
She turned and raised her head and looked at him with surprise. 
Then he saw her deep, blue eyes.

For a moment he was paralysed as she spoke to him. Then Little Jay 
dropped his bag of food and his money and ran without stopping 
all the way home to his papa. He fell into his papa’s arms and 
started crying and wailing, saying that he was going to die. Mas 
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Joseph asked him what happened and Little Jay explained that 
he had just seen the devil and she was going to take his soul. He 
told his papa about the old lady in the market and how surprised 
she had looked to see him. He said that once he saw her eyes he 
knew that she had come for him to take him away, and that he 
had to get far away from Sligoville. Mas Joseph didn’t know what 
was happening or what to do, but he could see that something 
terrible had happened to Little Jay and that he was deeply afraid. 
He told Little Jay to take their donkey and go, as fast as he could, to 
his grandmother in Trelawney, which was very far away. Little Jay 
ran outside immediately, without taking anything with him, and 
jumped onto the donkey. He went straight away to Trelawney.

About an hour after Little Jay left, his papa decided to go to the 
market to see what had happened and exactly what Little Jay had 
seen. When he got to the market, he walked around for a long 
time, looking for an old lady sitting by herself in the market. He was 
almost about to give up when he finally saw what looked like an 
old lady in a part of the market he hadn’t noticed before.

Mas Joseph went over to the old lady, whose back was turned 
towards him. “Excuse me, mam, my son came to the market this 
morning and said he saw an old woman-”

“Yes, I saw Little Jay,” the old woman said, before he finished. This 
made Mas Joseph very worried as he did not know how this woman 
came to know his son’s name. He then said to the old lady, “He told 
me that you are the devil and that you have come to take his soul. 
He said that once someone sees your eyes, they will die.”

The old woman again said, “Yes, I have come for his soul.” Mas 
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Joseph was now becoming afraid of this mysterious old woman 
and what she was saying. [Courtney’s imitated old woman voice 
was very chilling.] Before he could say anything else, however, he 
noticed her feet, which were cloven, like a goat’s hoofs, as Little Jay 
had said. He then started to back away, as he asked her, “But he 
said that you looked surprised to see him, was that true?”

For the third time the old lady said “Yes.” She paused, then went 
on to say, “I was surprised to see Little Jay here this morning, Mas 
Joseph, because I was expecting to see you. I was supposed to see 
Little Jay in Trelawney this evening and take his soul from there.”

The old lady then turned and looked at Mas Joseph with her evil, 
deep-blue eyes.

That story screwed me up for about two months! It was partly the 
message that our fate follows us wherever we go. It was partly the 
coldness, cruelty and vileness of an evil that would take a man and his 
son and leave behind his five year old daughter. But it was also something 
about an evil that would show no pity to a boy who was attempting to 
show kindness. It was the chilliness of the imitated voice that Courtney 
put on to let us know that there are evils in this world that do not mind 
explaining to us who they are and what they will do to us, knowing there 
was nothing we could do to stop them. I tried hard to avoid looking 
down on any woman’s feet. I couldn’t be made to go to the market (more 
whippings). I constantly looked behind me wherever I went. I became 
suspicious of the movements of my own dark shadow. I asked my mama 
if I could sleep by my grandma, whose house had no glass windows to 
see anything or anyone through at night.

That was thirty years ago, and the thing I feared most in life was Evil 
in human form, with deep-blue eyes.
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You can put your childhood memories behind you, but, like your 
shadow, they always follow. Your childhood fears and shames do not 
need to take a cab to come and visit. Wherever you are, open your closet, 
choose your shirt for the day, and say hello.

Back to Heathrow Airport, 2011. After the encounter with Agent Piu 
Piu Piu, I saw a spoilt six or seven year old child fuss and cry herself to 
sleep at her North American-looking mother’s side, a few seats to my 
right.

The preceding conversation:
“Mom, what happens if the plane starts to crash when we’re flying 

over the ocean?”
“They’d give us a flotation device... I mean a lifejacket or something to 

use when we’re in the water.”
“They wouldn’t give us a parachute to fly to land?”
“No sweetheart, we would get a lifejacket or something like that.”
“But if we’re in the water, the sharks will come and eat us Mommy! 

They’d just let us die like that?”
“No love, no sharks would eat us. We’d be rescued-“
“But why can’t they give us parachutes? The sharks will eat us! I don’t 

want them to leave me in the sea so the sharks can eat me!”
Tears, then sobs, then sleep, followed. She was probably returning 

from vacation, had been to an aquarium and seen a few sharks baring 
their teeth, or had watched a discovery channel feature on the last leg of 
their flight.

It was after that, that I saw the Western European-looking woman. 
She was white and holding a Chinese-looking child. She must have 
adopted him before the new too fat, too single, too old, too poor Chinese 
adoption policy, that came into effect a few years ago. I spent a little time 
watching mother and child interact, which was very much in line with 
Standard Western Operating Procedures: the child laughed, then ran, 
and the mother smiled, encouraged and tickled, and so on.
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As my eyes drifted from them, I noticed a McKinsey label on a folder 
resting on a laptop in the seat beside the lady. I could tell it wasn’t hers. 
When I looked up, I saw a human form with the deepest blue eyes I had 
ever seen. I immediately felt the cold sweat run down my neck, and my 
hands trembled. Something inside me cried out. I am a grown man, I 
know, but these things have grown with me.

Blue-eyed Ignacio was from Barcelona, Spain. He was a strategy 
consultant with global management consultancy, McKinsey, and had 
spent three years in their office in Norway - partly because his mother 
was Scandinavian. She was the reason for his icy-cold, continental shelf 
dark, ocean-blue eyes.

He had a copy of the FT - standard reading material for business 
school graduates, but was engrossed in Simon Winchester’s Krakatau. He 
appeared ‘decent’ and focused.

Though undoubtedly over-worked like all young consultants, Ignacio 
seemed quite comfortable and relaxed. Perhaps his conscience was clear. 
Perhaps he had nothing to fear. He had no need to wear an amulet to 
protect him against anything from his past that might still be following 
him across continents. He didn’t have childhood memories reclined in 
seats 12 F and D, requesting blankets and an extra pillow, and waiting for 
him to come onboard. He had no reason to wonder whether someone 
might come up to him there in the lounge and ask, “Hey, were you the one 
whose sister used to poo in her chimney while sitting on the veranda and 
waving to people passing by?” Not him. This man was used to traveling 
far from home in airplanes, and from an early age. This man never had to 
drive an imaginary car to school. This man went skiing in the winter, and, 
in the spring, played in the grass with a dog that he would never secretly 
hope would forget its way home. Ignacio was comfortable in his skin - the 
boy Simon and Garfunkel thought was “born at the right time.”

I initiated the conversation; part of a tried and proven method of 
conquering my fears. He was on his way to start a one-year assignment in 
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Jakarta, Indonesia, where I too was heading.
“You’ll probably find yourself a nice Indonesian wife and a couple of 

kids, if some large, pot-bellied Australian doesn’t beat you to it!” I made 
my best attempt at good-humor. “And a small, well-trained dog that 
won’t bark at Muslims when you take it for a walk.” He laughed. I kept my 
eyes diverted from his, preferring to watch the planes outside touching 
down, their pilots landing them nice and smooth like a black man saying 
“hey baby” in a night club.

I wondered whether Ignacio was just a regular two-kids-and-a-dog 
straight kind of guy, who would wear his wedding ring when he went on 
business trips to Bangkok. Or, maybe straighter? Maybe the too-straight 
kind that would go searching for ambiguity after hours in the notorious 
Block M neighborhood of Jakarta?

I was also thinking that even though the two of us - two consultants, 
both going to Jakarta, may seem superficially alike, one was feeling like 
a goat in a woman’s womb. A man may win an Olympic gold medal in a 
blaze of glory, and another may collect one two years later after someone 
has been disqualified. There are some who will say it is still gold, but I 
have always known the difference. I know that we are not the same, and 
that it doesn’t make a difference that I understand the subject of dark 
matter or have traveled to countries that have 95% of the elements of the 
periodic table in their soil. I am still who I am.

Ignacio looked to be in his late twenties, but spoke with the soft, 
measured tone of someone older, wiser. He didn’t speak of parties or 
women; didn’t mention the latest iPhone or Blackberry; didn’t drop a hint 
about his frequent flyer status or whether a Gold, Platinum or Senator 
card or cash had gotten him into the lounge. He was well dressed, with 
his shirt neatly tucked into his pants, and he kept his fingernails short 
and clean. He had had a recent haircut, wore plain, white shirts and, I 
imagined, had on his ‘Saturday’ boxers to match the day.

In our conversation he mentioned God respectfully. Had my 
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grandma been alive, she would not have spoken to him, because as an 
older generation of slave descendants her views on color and class were 
different from ours, but she may have given him one of those tender 
smiles normally reserved for polite grandkids, or have tried to touch his 
hand in case he was, in fact, God.

We spent most of the time talking about the Spanish Civil War and 
what it had done to people – to neighbors, friends, and families. Ignacio’s 
father had told him many stories of Franco’s era. We compared notes with 
what I had heard about Bosnia. I had been there a few years before on 
a business trip and had taken a tourist tour which included a visit to a 
cemetery on the hills surrounding the city. Our guide was once a doctoral 
student in Sarajevo, but after the war, ended up driving a taxi and offering 
tours as a second job. He was very knowledgeable. His not-so-subtle 
message in the selection of the cemetery as the location to narrate the 
history of the war wasn’t lost on me – having heard about how the war 
had begun, all we needed to do was look around and see how it ended. 
This was part of his perverse punch line.

I told Ignacio what I had learnt from the guide that day, but mostly 
I listened to his stories of Spain. I believed the stories told to him by his 
papa were faithfully recounted. I felt his father in him. I had a feeling that 
his father often called him ‘son’.

Ignacio suggested that I watch the film ‘Pan’s Labyrinth’, or ‘El 
Laberinto del Fauno’ in Spanish, to learn more about that era. I felt the 
usual impulse to say that I would look for it on Blockbuster and watch 
it, but I didn’t. As consultants, we know the percentage of time that 
people actually follow through on their promises - whether to buy a 
book someone recommended, to give someone a call to “do lunch” next 
week, or to start saving soon. That’s the kind of stuff they teach you in 
Human Psychology and Behavior classes in business school. To Ignacio’s 
recommendation, I simply said, “Interesting.”

He mentioned his insomnia. As consultants, we invariably always 
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talk about how much we work, and how little we sleep. Insomnia is an 
abomination. I told him that mine was back as well. His was, he felt, due to 
the late nights and frequent travel across different time zones. Melatonin 
no longer seemed to make a difference. He asked me what I thought was 
causing mine. I told him I wasn’t sure, but that somehow I felt as though 
a civil war was going on inside me.

“Hehe,” he chuckled. “What do you think you’re fighting against?”
“You know, I am really not sure... still trying to figure it out.” The truth 

would have taken only two words: my past.
“Like a civil war, huh? My dad once told me that a civil war is like 

belligerent masturbation...” He chuckled again.
The moment he said it, I understood what he meant - sometimes 

self-exploration can indeed be painful. Perhaps like writing a memoir I 
thought.
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CHAPTER 5

In the Beginning

Dear Semicolon,
I might as well use all these sleepless nights productively. I do need 

to tell you my story. It is not about birds and trees and colors and smells, 
but about people, and what happened to them.

Last night I had another dream. It seems like the pattern may have 
broken as I dreamt about someone I did not know. Her name was Cheryl. 
I can’t remember her face, but she died in the dream. She may have been 
a character from Law and Order or CSI, but I can’t quite recall.

I dream every night. Normally the same dream stays with me for 
weeks, sometimes months. I did not tell you this before, Semicolon, 
but there is a dream that has plagued me, on and off, for the past seven 
months. An awful dream.

I am alone in my mama’s womb, slurping her vitamins and minerals. 
Then the devil comes to visit me, right there in her womb. He comes in 
the body of a child and snuggles up beside me, as though we were twins. 
He has the creased face of a weary old man, but I know who he is, just as 
certain as he knows who I am. He puffs smoke from a cigar into my face 
and tells me that he has come to make me an offer. The negotiation is 
always, fittingly, brief.

“If you want to make it out of here alive and see the world that your 
so-called creator has made for you, you must promise me one thing: 
when the time comes you must say one word and one word only, ‘No’. 
You will know when the time has come. Are we agreed?”
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Sometimes in my dream I think I see him smile before leaving, but 
at other times he appears not to complete the effort. Then he vanishes. 
Without waiting for my answer.

People tell me that there were complications during my birth. They 
say that I bloody nearly killed my mama. Breech birth, with another one 
of those untrained midwives, in our old one-room house, far from the 
hospital in which my mama and papa would both die years later. My 
mama was bleeding so badly that the Nigga, it’s either gonna be me or you 
time was approaching. But then, according to the Old Timers, ‘something’ 
happened and my body, mysteriously, turned.

When those dreams started seven months ago, I wondered if they 
were my forefathers’ way of telling me that that ‘something’ was, in fact, 
real – that, just over forty years ago, I gave the devil the answer he wanted 
before he stuck his hands up my mama’s womb and turned my head. In 
any event, my story began under mysterious circumstances, and the Old 
Timers said that either the hand of God, but more likely that of the devil, 
was involved.

I was born to Charles and Sonia Lovelace, in a remote, rural village in 
Clarendon, Jamaica. A small village. A hateful fucking place.

They gave me the name Kenneth. Kenneth E.S. Lovelace. Folks 
generally called me Kenny. They sometimes called me Stephan, which is 
one of my middle names. This was initially done to confuse the evil spirits 
that an Obeahman had convinced my parents was following me, when 
I was about seven or eight. After a while, Kenny and Stephan were used 
interchangeably. Sometimes in that hateful fucking place, folks would 
also call me Stupid or Jackass, but everyone gets called names at some 
point in their lives, so I don’t hold it against them.

I was born on December 2, 1970. It should have been December 3, 
from what my mama always said, but it wasn’t, and, since then, my life has 
been filled with what could or should have been.

I didn’t become who I am yesterday on an Air France flight. I have 
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always been me. This is the hand I have today.

It is the same hand that I was born with. Most folks in the hateful 
village where I grew up use the terminology of gambling to describe the 
hand I was dealt. They all say it is a ‘bad hand.’ A hand with these many 
lines is a sign of a curse. Kids are supposed to be born with three main 
lines in their hands, forming the outlines of an ‘M’. An ‘M’ for money. Not 
me.

Also, I have a nose that would be too large for a horse but which 
could help a rhino win a beauty contest. Courtesy of my iPhone, this is 
my nose, it has caused me endless grief.

If you happy and you know it clap your hands
If you happy and you know it clap your hands
If you happy and you know it, and you really want to show it
If you happy and you know it clap your hands…
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My family? Dead silence from the Church benches. We were a real sad 
ass family. Darkness described not only our pigmentation, but also our 
living and mental conditions.

On my side of the big, communal yard there were somewhere 
between 80 to 90 of us, though at the time it felt like 5 billion. My own 
immediate family, not counting the dog, accounted for 7: mama, papa, 
three sisters, a brother and me. Then there were the uncles (4), aunts (5), 
grandparents (2), cousins, more cousins, even more cousins, then second 
cousins and even more second cousins. On the other side of the big yard 
lived another 70 or so people who weren’t related to us, including Tommy 
and his family, who all looked like burnt fries. I never learnt how all these 
people came together on that squatted land. I suspect it may have had 
something to do with someone on my side of the family renting out 
some land to outsiders, and those outsiders gradually bringing in their 
own relatives, having kids, and multiplying like rabbits. Until there was a 
multitude of them.

Collectively we owned a large piece of nothing - not one of us had 
more than dried shit in our behinds. Even those who later made it out 
and migrated never felt comfortable when they tipped.

The dog was popularly called Damn Dog or Rassclaat Dog, but 
officially christened Ruffy. He was, somehow, considered to be my dog. 
That’s enough about me.

Now,

Eeny, meeny, miny, mo,
catch a rabbit by his toe,
if you ever let him go,
then eeny, meeny, miny, moe: Brian!

Brian it is then.
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CHAPTER 6

He Had Really Nice Hair

In 1983, when I last admired Brian’s hair, he was sixteen years old, not 
fourteen as I had written in my home-made diary. And in that same year, 
it was me, not him, who had watched my mama give birth to another 
still-born child. It was me, not him, who had stood there at the float-glass 
window, thirteen years old, bugle eyes raptly watching my sister come 
from between my mama’s legs. Watching the musical chords wrapped 
tightly around her neck, body puffed and purple like a Jazz trombonist 
holding a high, melancholic F. But no sounds came. There was just the 
one bloodied, stiff hand pointing in the direction my sister’s soul had 
gone.

In 1984, it was Wayne’s sister, not Brian’s, who had lost her unwashed, 
fifteen year old virginity, and her way home after that. Virginity, like 
identity, once lost, was never regained in our neighborhood, and she was 
no longer considered to be her mama’s child. So it was Wayne’s sister, 
Punky, who became another child-mother put out of her mama’s house, 
and who had to quickly learn the secrets of pleasing and keeping a much 
older, rent-paying, food-buying, partner-abusing, man.

In that same year, it was not Brian’s parents, but another couple 
unrelated to us, and who lived in the oldest, most rundown house on the 
other side of the yard, whose fecundity marveled me. They had nineteen 
fucking children and lived in one of the most depressing houses I have 
ever seen.

“Wayne, I went inside their house!”
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“Is lie you telling!”
“I serious as a judge! You want to know what inside their house look 

like?”
“Tell me!”
“Close your eyes.”
“What?”
“Just close your eyes. Tighter! Can you see the darkness?”
“Yes...?”
“That’s it!”
Nineteen of them in that one house, the last child a mongoloid that 

people said was the result of incest. All in all, a wretchedness fossilized 
and traceable to the mammoth misery of their forefathers. But theirs is 
another story, not Brian’s.

The disturbing memories I have of the pathetic, rusty, decrepit old 
man playing with a dirty, half-naked female doll every freaking day that 
the good Lord gave him, are memories of my own senile grandfather, not 
his.

And while Brian was indeed the type of person that would make 
butter afraid to spread, the little nigga was never arrested for rape. That 
was Garnet.

The first time I wrote about what happened to Brian it was in a story 
I scribbled in my diary. I embellished it quite a bit to make it a more 
interesting read. This is what really happened:

June 14, 1983. Truth be told, they had indeed beaten him severely 
that day. But, contrary to my first written account, the reason they had 
held Brian against the wall and literally beaten the shit out of him, was 
not for raping a girl. The real reason was the goat. No, he had not raped 
a goat; he had attempted to steal one. In deep rural Jamaica. Please take 
a moment to reflect on that, Semicolon. Think: poor country. Think: poor, 
rural folks whose livelihood is derived from the livestock they own and 
the produce on their farms. Now think: Brian attempted to steal a goat. A 
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whole goat. An entire goat. A whole, entire fucking goat!
There are things we all knew as kids growing up in rural Jamaica. 

We knew that cows were not hard to steal; whether by day or night they 
would come quietly as you led them away. Pigs you generally left alone 
unless you went with anesthesia; they would squeal so loud even your 
ancestors would hear. Goats were always a bit tricky, and you could never 
tell whether they would bleat loudly or be quiet. If you attempted to lift 
them up, they would surely bleat. Brian tried to lift a tricky goat.

The consequences of his action are not in dispute, given that many 
of us saw what happened. It was the causes - the reasons why Brian got 
himself in that situation, that were debated and quarreled about for 
months and years after that day. People mainly spoke about five or six 
main causes of the events.

First, everyone was in agreement that Brian’s parents were married, 
catholic-style, to poverty. We also knew that with his family it was not the 
poor as a church mouse decent type of poverty; but more a case of the 
never had, doesn’t have, never will have even shit in their backside type. Was 
this a factor in making Brian a thief? I myself never formed an opinion. It 
is hard to see the people you play with every day, for who they really are.

Second, they all said that the devil spent more time helping him than 
other people, though no one was sure exactly what it was about his soul 
that made it more valuable than the rest of ours. Brian could therefore 
easily find weed, women and alcohol, and got into trouble as easily as 
he got into whores. It also seems that because he loved telling lies, and 
the devil loved listening to them, the two were always chummy, at least 
according to my grandma. The boy was rotten, right through to the core, 
they said. The sun had given lots of color to his skin (the boy was jet 
black!) and vitamin D to his body, but had no gifts for his brain, so the 
little fucker walked around idly every day, looking for mischief.

Third, on the day the beating took place it was six of us boys who had 
gone out together to play. Me, my brother Martin, Tommy, Garnet with 
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his big ass ears, Billy and, of course, the half-breed nigga himself, Brian. 
The product of a Negro and a Coolie. Like we did almost every other day, 
we had all gone out on our usual three to five mile expedition to the 
properties of our not-so-close neighbors. And we were busy plundering 
their mango trees, eating their canes, shooting their birds and calling to 
their daughters to join us in the cane-fields. We were in the territory of 
strangers, all of whom were farmers in deep rural Jamaica. This last bit 
was well noted, and considered a crucial part of the causes. We had gone 
to the ‘private property’ of strangers.

Fourth, while everyone acknowledged that as rural kids stealing 
the fruits of our neighbors’ labors was normal, Brian had a reputation 
which went far beyond the norm. Brian was exceptionally gifted at all 
forms of stealing, and was known for his great feats. There was nothing 
that the little nigga could not, and did not, steal. The milk in your coffee? 
Stupidness! One minute you have your café latte, next minute, BRAP! 
You are all calcium deficient drinking your black coffee while this nigga’s 
teeth and bones are getting stronger. A fine, luxurious car that exists only 
in your dreams? BRAP! Gone! Your twelve year old daughter’s virginity? 
BRAP! Gone! When people said that the little nigga was talented, they 
meant that he was truly talented! Strangers who had gold teeth in their 
mouths were warned not to smile near the boy. My brother sometimes 
cautioned me at nights as well to count all my teeth to know how many I 
had, just in case when I woke up some were stolen.

When most people in our village spent their lives dreaming about 
winning the lotto, Brian was dreaming about how to rob those who won 
the lotto. This was simply his role in life.

Now, for the fifth and final part of what brought us to that moment 
in time: Brian was on his own. Brian had left the rest of us eating our 
mangoes and whistling at girls, and had said that he would “soon come 
back.” None of us knew exactly how long he had gone, because only 
my brother had a watch and, in addition to being cheap and plasticky, 
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it also behaved like a civil servant – if it rained it didn’t work, if was too 
windy it didn’t work, and so on. But the hours that had passed since 
Brian had said that he would soon come back didn’t mean much to us as 
kids, because we were all used to hearing our pastors preach about how 
the Savior would soon return, and that hadn’t happened. Moreover, this 
was Jamaica, where time didn’t matter shit to us. Some people say that 
Jamaica is the place that Time forgot, and because we are an arrogant 
people who can’t stomach insults, Jamaica, in pure spite, then chose to 
forget Time. Nonetheless, some folks faulted us for not having gone to 
see what Brian was doing for so long. And said that what happened next 
wouldn’t have if we had stayed with him. This is what happened:

Sixteen year old Brian, with not even shit in his backside, but with 
a mastery of the fine art of thieving, had gone off on his own quietly, 
and had ventured onto the private property of others. I had seen him 
leaving, with his early afternoon shadow following reluctantly, like a stray 
dog with nothing better to do. He had gone off on the private property 
of strangers, searching for bigger prizes than mangoes. Smooth and sly, 
scouting and rummaging, scavenging and surveying… until he laid his 
eyes on that goat. He had bypassed an empty pig sty, had ignored a noisy 
fowl coop, had passed a donkey praying for water but despairing of relief, 
and had softly gone up to the tree where the solitary remnant of that 
family’s fortune was tied.

And here is where things got really interesting. Two eyes inside the 
old wooden house were looking in exactly the direction of the tree, and 
they saw Brian lay his intentions on that goat. Peekaboo… I see you! Right 
about then it appeared as though a media frenzy over a celebrity sex 
scandal, broke out. The alarm and fanaticism! The zeal and determination! 
The speed! The fury! The persistence! The chase was fast and furious. You 
would think that with so many of them chasing that one boy, he would 
have been easier to catch than ringworms, but the little nigga was fast! 
Through the cane-field, around the back of Mr Joseph’s house, past the 
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barking mongrel dog, down the lane, through the church cemetery, 
through the fields of yams and dasheens, around the old abandoned 
shed where it was rumored that Stevie the Shotta was lying low after 
getting out of prison early (but not for good behavior), around the corner 
- scattering the marbles on the ground where the kids were playing 
but were now cursing with adult vocabulary, through the tighter-than-
Monique’s little hole at the Mount Clair school gate, across the school 
yard, past the school toilets, past the june plum tree which was heavily 
carved with love verses (TREVOR LUV TRICIA, and probably did too for a 
few weeks before sampling her coochie, but who knows?), past the little 
shack that the watchman lived in, then over the school wall... almost. The 
little nigga might have gotten over the wall and away but, as they say, 
puss and dog don’t have the same luck, and the little nigga got viciously 
struck by a stone as he climbed the wall. It was enough to throw both him 
and his fate off balance. So he fell, hard, like Lucifer.

I knew they would catch him - mobs generally caught those they 
chased, and my grandma had had a dream the night before, which, when 
deciphered, had sent many people off to the local Dropon (a form of lotto) 
man to buy a set of numbers which included the sinister 3 and 13. Mostly 
I knew because I had seen the look on their faces as they chased him. 
They were more focused and determined than a Somali med student on 
a US scholarship, and were never going to fail in their pursuit.

Based on where I was perched in a mango tree at the time, I was the 
first to see those farmers chasing Brian and, consequently, the first to 
get to the wall where they held him. The reason I remember so clearly, 
is because on the day in question, I was still only thirteen years old, and 
there are some things a boy of thirteen should never do, see or hear, no 
matter how poor he may be. Screw his eleven year old cousin, is certainly 
one of those things. Watch his wretched mama giving birth to a second 
fucking still-born child, is certainly another of those things. Watch a group 
of idle boys set fire to an old, mad woman, is another. But the thing I really 
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want to get to here, is seeing your cousin’s eyes as he is held against a wall 
by a Jamaican mob of rural farmers, who had just sent for their machetes.

There were two things that were universal truths about farmers and 
their machetes. First, a true rural Jamaican farmer was a person who, no 
matter how much effort he made, could not speak well enough to be 
understood by a tourist (can you get “eat it” from “iti”?), and who had at 
least two machetes - with blades sharper than a ghetto woman’s tongue.

Second, machetes were more widely owned than pride, and better 
kept than dignity. A machete was the Swiss Army Knife of farming tools: 
the pointy end could be used for digging and planting the fields; the 
blade could be used for clearing bushes, chopping branches off trees or 
limbs off people; the face could be used to strike your partner during a 
domestic dispute; and the blunt side could be used for cracking open 
dried coconuts (or skulls). Every farmer I ever met loved his machete, and 
spent hours sharpening it. If ever he had spent as much effort lavishing 
attention on his wife, the beneficial impacts on the family and community 
would have been inestimable.

When I got to the wall where they were holding Brian, the machetes 
were just arriving. The beating was ending, and the real work was 
beginning: they had begun to chop. It’s true to say that Brian’s body had 
already long passed the stage where it could one day return to its Maker 
with only the normal wear and tear. He had already collected scars like 
boy-scout badges, and was covered with them. But those were simple 
scars from normal skirmishes, and none went too deep.

That day, they went deep. Those farmers weren’t doing a precise, 
measured, samurai sword Kill Bill Volumes 1 and 2 on my cousin. No. Those 
niggas were carcassing and cadavering my cousin, right there in front of 
my eyes.

I remember an old man standing at some distance away from the 
action. He looked like a retired member of the mob, proud to see the 
continuation of his work. I suspected that his son may have been one of 
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the farmers chopping up my cousin, for he was urging excitedly, like a 
father would cheer a son at a high school sports event.

I noticed Brian had started shitting himself. Much later I would learn, 
from my Uncle Bob, that since Brian was a baby, the little nigga would 
often shit in his diaper and would run away from his mama because he 
didn’t want it changed. Seems he got some peculiar form of comfort 
from having that warm load on his ass. I doubted, however, that on this 
occasion he was shitting for comfort, but one never truly knows how the 
human mind and body work under extreme stress.

With whatever was left of his eyes, Brian saw me standing back from 
the crowd, and I remember the curious words he screamed,

“Stephan! Stephan!! Help me!!! Please! PLEASE!! Don’t let them kill 
me!!!” And he screamed it with an earnestness which suggested that I 
might have had the power to stop a Jamaican mob. But Brian must have 
known, mustn’t he? He must have known that at that moment in time, 
no one at all in this whole fucking world, could have helped. Mustn’t he?

I was the first one to get to the scene, and my brother came right 
behind me. Then, the other kids that we were playing with, came. Garnet 
stood next to me, on my left. You could see his veins in his neck pulsating 
beneath a dark yellow spot where some evil spirit had touched him a 
couple of weeks before, when it crawled into his bed and molested him. 
He was still coughing and waiting for his grandmother’s leaves to cure 
his illness. And he was spitting in front of everyone; any decency he ever 
learnt was in school, not at home, for his parents were fucking worthless, 
as everybody knew. Tommy, who was not as tall, made his way in front 
of me to get a better view. His sorry, skinny ass was sticking out of the 
backside of his worn out, old, short khaki pants that hadn’t entered a 
school gate in years. He hadn’t put on any weight, as the two back pockets 
of his pants were still touching. Skinny ass nigga was twitching with some 
perverse sort of excitement. A few red ants were doing hundred meter 
sprints in his head. I saw Georgie arrive as well, along with the rest of the 
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gang.
Brian was already dead when they got there, but they still got 

something to watch as some of the farmers continued to chop. Chop, 
chop, chop. Some dogs find it hard to stop barking at cars that have long 
driven away.

Diary entry: Watch him wail. Wail Brian wail. See them chop. Chop, chop, 
chop. See him bleed. Bleed boy bleed. See them hack. Hack, hack, hack.

Here are three things I just can’t do, no matter how hard I try: (1) I 
cannot spell Nietzsche without looking it up in the dictionary; (2) I cannot 
prepare Jamaican fried dumplings perfectly, no matter how many times I 
see others do it; (3) I cannot get this image out of my head: a large group 
of men swarming my cousin like flies, killing him, and continuing to chop 
as though they were also trying to get down to his soul.

A little while later, our older family members also came. Brian’s papa, 
Uncle Thomas, came. Said nothing. Just stood there. By then he was well 
into his can only make love twice a month stage of life, but, like a true 
Jamaican, still wanted it to be with two different women. His mom, Aunt 
Beverley - Auntie B for short, also came. Not one intelligible word from 
her either, but her body shook and trembled like a Pentecostal caught by 
the spirit, before she was taken away by Aunt Josephine and Aunt Frida. 
Aunt Martha came also, and she led the screaming. She was in her 300th 
month of pregnancy (growing up I cannot remember a time when she 
wasn’t pregnant), and we all worried for her health as she hit those high-
pitched notes. When I looked around I saw that Miss Jacky had come as 
well. She was not a member of our family, just one of those that lived 
on the other side of the yard. Like a second-hand car, she always had a 
used look about her. She lavished more attention on her face, and had 
more control over her hair, than she did her kids. I remember she spent 
endless hours at the hairdresser and beauty salon, and took those birth 
control pills that reduce acne. Anyway, I digress, perhaps because I was 
distracted by her long, flowing, artificial hair at the time.
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Every one of the other older folks also came, except Grandpa, who 
had something (not someone, for the Old Timer was long past that 
stage), eating him. [For clarity: cancer had taken over where the girls had 
left off]. After his second heart attack, he was stuck on his verandah with 
spit on his chin, hanging down like stalactite. Useless and abandoned like 
a condemned building, he sat there with his shriveling skin looking like a 
roll of wet toilet tissue put out to dry.

As the older adults came, tempers began to run as high as the rates 
of illiteracy, and so the police were called.

Before they arrived, Brian’s Uncle Bob - who was also my Uncle Bob, 
also came. Stood beside me, as usual, for it seemed I was the only person 
who would tolerate him and his weedy aura. Right then he said the only 
words anyone would ever hear him say on that day about the events that 
had transpired,

“Always a thieving little fucker, that bwoy.”
The police, normally slow but brutal, like a tropical hurricane, this 

time came with the force of a rat’s fart, and simply stood and watched. 
The security guard from the church also came – one of those guards 
people hired so that they had someone to watch: watch him sleep, watch 
him play cards, watch him listening to the radio, watch him watch the 
girls walking by. Like the police, he just watched.

The best words to describe what we all watched? “Lord Jesus no! No! 
No! No! Jesus Christ noooooooooooo! Heavenly father noooooooooooo!” 
Adults were using the Lord’s name in vain and getting away with it. 
If it had been one of us kids I can’t begin to tell you what might have 
happened to us.

So, there he was that day, my cousin, Brian, dead. Remnants of life 
oozing out of him like bubbles of methane from month-old cow dung. 
And right there at my foot is where I saw a piece of his half-breed scalp, 
with that beautiful curly Coolie hair on it, that I had always coveted.




